FABRICS

FABRICS
Seating, back cushions & deco cushions
COOL | ACRYLIC Category A

white 450

off white 451

tropicana 459

ash 458

dark gray 454

marengo 455

marsala 456

sand 651

warm gray 652

KNOT T | ACRYLIC Category B

almond 561

taupe 452

beige 660

sand 661

turquoise 665

dark turquoise 664

gray 662

terracotta 663

taupe 640

marble/beige 566

taupe/gray 567

topaz/blue 568

T WELLO | ACRYLIC Category B

apricot 560

morning 622

noon 624

night 628

sand 614

taupe 613

DUNE | ACRYLIC Category C *

TABRIZ | ACRYLIC Category B

LINEN | ACRYLIC Category B

off white 650

CURL | ACRYLIC Category B

T WIST | POLYPROPYLENE Category B

charcoal/blue 569

shore 698

cove 699

PUNO | ACRYLIC Category C *

straw 695

reed 696

* Fabrics for BRIXX collection and deco cushions only.

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0118

FABRICS
Kvadrat
PATIO | TREVIR A CS Category B

675 patio220

676 patio110

677 patio140

678 patio450

679 patio550

680 patio370

681 patio970

Kvadrat PATIO, an upholstery textile developed for

PATIO has a subtle structure that combines two

outdoors, offers exceptional color vibrancy. The re-

colored yarns in the warp and one in the weft. De-

sult of three years of intensive research, it is a perfect

pending on the level of contrast between the colors,

fit with DEDON’s standards of quality and design.

PATIO can appear almost unicolored or more textured. PATIO is suitable for all outdoor spaces, as

Designed by Karina Nielsen Rios, PATIO is made

well as for areas such as spas and indoor pools,

with a highly durable, specially developed Trevira

where high-humidity and chlorine are a factor.

CS yarn. It features a fluorocarbon-free, environmentally-focused finish that is water-repellent and

DEDON has selected seven different color ways

fast-drying. It provides resistance against chlorine,

of PATIO. They represent a range of aesthetic ap-

seawater and artificial weathering and is flame-retar-

proaches and complement DEDON’s 33 fabrics.

dant. In addition to its technical features, it stands
out for its soft touch.
Our materials are specifically created for DEDON
and fulfill the highest of quality standards for
exteriors. The acrylic materials are characterised
by their high lightfast properties (7– 8)
and the polypropylene materials have a lightfast
rating of 6 –7.

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0118

CUSHIONS AND FABRICS
Cushions and fabrics
CUSHIONS YOU CAN LEAVE OUTDOORS

NINE FABRIC STYLES TO PLAY WITH

DEDON relies on some of the world’s most ad-

Each of the nine fabric styles in this catalog has

vanced textile technologies to create cushions

a distinctive weaving structure that gives it a

you can leave outside. Our high-quality acrylic

look and feel all its own. While any one of these

materials are UV-resistant and specially treated

fabrics is an ideal covering for cushions large or

to make them splash-resistant, with no loss of

small, it’s the opportunity to combine them that

comfort. The foam cores, created exclusively

makes the DEDON collection so special. Play

for DEDON, and synthetic fiber padding are

with textures. Mix the summerly lightness of

surrounded by a water-repellent, breathable,

COOL with the tweedy robustness of TWELLO.

spun-bonded wrap. After a shower of rain, al-

Create subtle differences of shade by working

low your cushions to dry so as to protect them

with multiple fabric structures in the same co-

from mold stains. We recommend storing your

lor. The flexibility and creativity long associated

cushions for the winter or when not in use for

with the finest indoor fabrics can now be enjo-

long periods, and using covers to keep them at

yed under the open skies.

their best. Before storing, make sure they are
completely dry. Our materials meet the highest standards of quality for outdoor usage. All
fabrics are quick-drying and easy to maintain.

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0118

DECO CUSHIONS
Cushions you can leave outside
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To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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